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Site Geology and Tunneling Methods 
S. K. Jain 
Sverdrup Corporation, New York, New York 
SYNOPSIS Site geology, subsurface and ground water conditions play a vital role in the design of 
underground structures and the selection of appropriate construction methods and equipments. This 
paper describes a tunnel project where site subsoils and geo-hydrology dictated the use of various 
tunneling methods employed at the site. The project is an interceptor sewer tunnel in staten 
Island, New York, as a part of the Oakwood Beach Water Pollution Control Project, and consists of 
two pumping stations and approximately 6.5 miles of sewer along Hylan Boulevard, as shown on 
Figure 1. The diameter of the tunnel varies from 66 to 96 inches. 
The case history presented here covers the construction of the portion of the project 
designated as contracts 6B2 and 6B3 and describes the site geology and subsurface conditions along 
the tunnel alignment, criteria used in the selection of various tunneling methods and description 
and operation of tunneling machines employed at the site. 
SITE GEOLOGY AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS 
3eologically, we are living now in the 
Quartenary period, which is divided into 
Pleistocene epoch, or glacial time, and Recent 
epoch, the time since the last withdrawal of 
the ice sheet. The geological formations of 
Recent alluvium are found along many river 
courses and as swamp deposits and beach 
deposits. 
The geological history of New York City 
Metropolitan area includes several events: the 
deposition by the sea of the various sediments 
such as sand and clay, which were slowly 
cemented into bedrock; the uplift of these 
sediments above sea level; the prolonged 
weathering erosion and removal of the surface 
rocks; and glaciation. Of these events, 
glaciation has had the most pronounced effect 
on the topography and foundation and 
underground construction in the New York 
metropolitan area. Continental glaciers of the 
Pleistocene epoch moved over the land surface 
and, as they melted, deposited unconsolidated 
materials in the form of moraines. 
A moraine is a complete accumulation of mixed 
glacial drift deposited by direct action of 
glacier ice. Terminal moraine might contain 
either beds of stratified gravel and sand, 
intermixed with boulders, gravels, sand and 
fines or unsorted glacial till - a mixture of 
large and small rock fragments down to the 
clay. Glacial soils at the project site are 
underlain by cretaceous sediments deposited in 
shallow seas during the Cretaceous period. 
Area geology of Staten Island, including the 
project site, is shown in Figure 2. 
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Overall, the typical geological conditions, 
including the all important interface between 
glacial soils of G series and cretaceous soils 
of the C series, are portrayed in a simplified 
fashion on geological profile (Figure 3) 
showing the location of the ground surface 
manhole location, and interceptor tunnel in 
Figure 1: Project Site Location Plan 
this reach. The tunnel invert ranges from 60 
to so feet below ground surface. The 
equilibrium or measured ground water level 
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Pigure 2: Geological Map of Staten Island 
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averages about 45 feet above the tunnel invert. 
Ground water level fluctuated several feet due 
to tidal variations in the nearby bay, and site 
hydrological conditions. The detailed 
descriptions of soil of each stratum is 
presented in Table l. 
The soils along the tunnel alignment are 
generally dense to very dense with standard 
penetration (N) values ranging from 4 to 100 
blows per foot with an aver~ge value exceeding 
30 blows per foot. The profile, in general, 
indicates that the tunnel begins at the 
Richmond Avenue Pumping Station within a thick 
layer of C2 cretaceous sand and continues to 
west and then enters intQ a thick layer of G2 
glacial sands near Manhole No. 8 and continues 
until Manhole No. 18. The distinct feature of 
the area between Manholes No. 13 and 15 is the 
presence of glacial till of G1 stratum 
underlain by a thick layer of coarse and 
relatively clean glacial ou.twash (stratum G2) 
which is lying directly on single size 
cretaceous sands. The soils of stratum G2 
overlying the soils of stratum C2 resulted in 
de-watering difficulty during tunneling. The 
engineering characteristics of soils of each 
stratum is sUmmarized in Table 2. 
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SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVE TQNNELING METHQDS 
During design stages, the New York City 
Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP) 
studied two alternatives for placing the sewer 
along the proposed alignment. These 
alternatives are referred to as the "shallow" 
and "deep" alternatives. The "deep" 
alternative consisted of a gravity interceptor 
varying in invert elevation from about 
elevation -46 feet at Richmond Avenue to 
elevation -17 feet at Amboy Road. The depth 
below ground surface of deep invert would vary 
from about 40 feet to 100 feet. The "shallow• 
alternative consisted of a combination of 
gravity lines and force mains ranging from 
approximately 10 feet to 55 feet below the 
existing ground surface. 
The •shallow" alternative could be constructed 
primarily in open cut and it is anticipated 
that the "deep" alternative will be constructed 
by tunneling methods. 
NYCDEP selected the "deep" alternative and 
provided contractors the latitude to select a 
tunneling method they felt can do the proper job most economically. The approximate limits 
of tunneling methods employed along the routes 
covered in this paper are shown in Figure 3. 
The 6B2 Contract extends from Richmond Avenue 
to Poillon Street and the contractor opted to 
use a microtunneling machine for construction. 
Initially, the contractor intended to construct 
the tunnel by conventional tunneling due to the 
presence of boulders in glacial soils of 
stratum G2. However, the microtunneling 
machine chosen by the contractor was equipped 
to handle boulders up to 30t of the tunnel face 
diameters and could mine through a wide range 
of soil conditions likely to be encountered 
along the alignment. 
The 6B3 Contract extends from Poillon Street to 
Trenton Street and the tunneling media in this 
Contract primarily consists of G2 soils. The 
available subsurface data indicated a greater 
probability of encountering large boulders 
during tunneling and therefore the 6B3 
contractor selected the conventional tunneling 
method and planned to carry out mining 
operation under free air with an open faced 
shield machine. The mining at the west heading 
(MH 18 to 20) was successfully accomplished 
with free air as planned. However, the 
tunneling method at the east heading (MH 13 to 
16) had to be changed to partial dewatering in 
combination with the use of compressed air due 
to the following reasons: 
• It was difficult to drain the G2 
soils effectively, particularly at 
the G2/C2 interface. 
• Large-scale field pumping tests and 
related data analyzed by the 
contractor's geotechnical consultant 
demonstrated that a flow rate into 
the tunnel would remain between 5 to 
10 gallons per minute at the tunnel 
heading even with the most strenuous 
and elaborate dewatering efforts 




Red-Brown coarse to fine sand and/or gravel; 10 to 15 percent silt/clay, occasional to frequent 
layers of silt/clay, occasional to frequent layers of silt/clay or clean sand; may contain 
nests of cobbles and/or boulders. sc, SM, SP-SM, GC, GM, GP-GM, SW-SM. N range • 4 to> 100, 
N average a. 30. 
G2 Red-Brown coarse to fine sand; 1 to 10 percent silt/clay, 1 to 35 percent coarse to fine 
gravel, occasional to frequent layers or pockets of silt/clay; may contain nests of cobbles 
and/or boulders. SP, SP-SM, SW-SM. 
N range = 4 to > 100, N average ~ 30. 
G2A Red-Brown coarse to fine gravel and/or sand; 1 to 10 percent silt/clay, 35 to 100 percent 
gravel, occasional layers or pockets of silt/clay; may contain nests of cobbles and/or 
boulders. GP, GW, SP, SP-SM, SW-SM, GP-GM. 
N range = 4 to > 100, N average~ 30. 
C1 Light gray, tan or pink medium to fine sand; 10 to 50 percent silt/clay, often micaceous; 
occasional layers or pockets of clean sand; SM, sc, SP-SM, 
N range • 6 to > 100, N average ~ 30. 
C2 Light gray, tan or pink medium to fine sand; 1 to 10 percent silt/clay, often micaceous; 
occasional layers or pockets of silt/clay; SP-SM, 
N range • 6 to > 100, N average 2 40. 
C3 Light gray and tan to dark gray silt and/or clay; 1 to 50 percent fine sand, occasionally 
micaceous; occasionally slightly organic; occasional layers of fine sand; ML, CL, CL-OL, N 
range • 8 to > 100, N average 2 30. 
PIPE· JACKING COMPRESSED AIR TUNNELING 
HYLAN 
J'igure 3 : Plan and Geological Profile along 
TuDDel Aligument for contract 6B2 a 6B3 
(e.g., with dewatering ejector wells 
at a~ close a spacing as 5 feet on 
either side of the tunnel) • Other 
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methods to control ground water such 
as grout injection, ground freezing 
or using a different type of 
tunnelling machine were considered1 











Dewatered or With 
COJDpre•••d ~ir 
Glacial Soils 
Gl Frequent, may contain 
nests 
Slowly raveling to 
cohesive running 
Good, firm to slowly raveling; 
cobbles & boulders may not 
impact stand-up time, fines 
content; 30 min. to 1 day 
stand-up time 
G2 Frequent, may contain 
nests 
Cohesive running to 
flowing; less than 5 min. 
stand-up time 
Rapidly raveling; cobbles & 
boulders will reduce stand-up 
time 
G2A Frequent, may contain 
nests 
Flowing; no stand-up time Running; no stand-up time 
Cretaceous Soils 
Cl only at glacial contact Flowing to slowly 
raveling depending on 
fines content; no stand-
up time if under full 
head 
Good; slowly to rapidly 
raveling, except isolated sand 
pockets; low stand-up time 
C2 only at glacial contact Flowing; no stand-up 
time; high blows do not 
mean intergranular 
strength 
Cohesive running too rapidly 
raveling; stand-up time 0 to ' 
hours 
C3 only at glacial contact Firm, but occurs mainly 
as thin layers 
Firm; good stand-up time 
but would not have provided a viable 
cost-effective solution. 
• Considering the potential of running 
sand conditions at tunnel face in the 
single size sand of stratum C2, the 
contractor (Grow-Kiewit-Catapano) 
recommended to New York City 
Department of Environmental 
Protection (OWner) the use of a lower 
compressed air pressure in 
conjunction with partial dewatering 
by deep wells and closely spaced 
ejector wells. 
'l'tJNNBLING MACHIHB AND MINING PRQCBPURBS 
MircrotUDDeliug - Contract 682 
Microtunneling is a process of placing 
underground utilities of diameters that 
prohibit manned access and entry. The process 
utilizes the principles of pipe jacking with 
the integration of remote guidance and control 
for one-pass utility construction. The machine 
launches from and is received into a shaft 
without the uses of dewatering requirements. 
The tunnel boring machine utilizes a slurry 
spoil removal system for transportation to the 
surface. 
The microtunneling machine employed at the site 
known as uncle Mole is a pressurized slurry 
tunnel shield machine manufactured by Iseki 
Poly-Tech, Inc. of Tokyo, Japan, which 
automatically counter-balances earth pressure 
at the tunnel face by mechanically coordinating 
excavation speed, cutting face pressure and jacking thrust. The ground water pressure is 
balanced by adjusting the slurry pressure, flow 
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and density. All machine functions are 
controlled by one operator with the help of a 
control panel located at the surface. It 
employs an integral rotary crusher which will 
dispose of boulders up to JOt of the shield 
diameter. 
The basic design of the uncle Mole involves 
harnessing the enormous forces within a 
planetary gearing system to drive a cutter 
head, a tapered cone crusher as shown in 
Figure 4. The soil is excavated with the 
spoke-type cutter head with four arms and 
squeezed into the crushing chamber by the 
forward movement of the shield where the soil 
is reduced into smaller pieces by an eccentric 
rotating crusher. The crusher then compacts 
and crushes the soil perpendicularly to the 
J'igure <&a A view of tJDcla Kola •bowing 
cutterhead 
shield axis and into the slurry chamber, where 
it is then transported to the slurry separation 
unit located at the surface. Steering and 
controls are based on laser data. 
The Uncle Mole operation is continuously 
monitored by a remote TV camera which transmits 
pictures to the operator at the control panel. 
The major components of the Uncle Mole are 
schematically shown in Figure 5, which includes 
Uncle Mole shield, mole meister, slurry 
circulation system, soil separation equipment 
and operation console panel. 
computerized guidance system which is precisely 
controlled by a laser beam. 
Free Air and Compressed Air Tunneling -
Contract 6B3 
The ground to be tunnelled through includes 
c~etace?us silts, clays and dense glacial soils 
~xed w1th boulders; thus the contractor chose 
a~ open-face excavator shield. This enables 
~ners to work the face manually, if required, 
to break up and remove boulders. The shields 
employ7d on the p~oject for compressed air and 
free a~r.were des1gned and built by Elgood ~yo 
Corporat~on, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 
JNTERHEOJATE JACK 
<2 STATIONI 
Figure 5: Schematic Diagram of the Pipe 
Jacking Xachine 
The installation method consisted of inserting 
a 60 inch "Hobas" "Fiberglass" reinforced resin jacking pipe directly into the void excavated 
by the uncle Mole. The contractor believed 
that use of high strength and high quality 
fiberglass pipe with the Uncle Mole offered an 
economic and innovative approach for the 
project. Due to its high strength, light 
weight and smoothness, the contractor believed 
that the use of fiberglass pipe would maximize 
the jacking distance for each pipe drive and 
minimize the number of intermediate jacking 
stations. The pipe was inserted or jacked to 
the design alignment by the use of four 220 
tons jacked located within the jacking shaft. 
The jacking pressure could be reduced by 30t to 
800 tons through the application of bentonite, 
applied directly between the interface of the 
outer pipe surface and the ground or by the 
insertion of intermediate jacking stations. 
The shield was directed to maintain the design 
line and grade through the use of a 
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and James Howden of Scotland, as shown in 
Figures 6 and 7. 
The primary functions of the shield were 
hydraulically operated and controlled. The 
shield is advanced by lf rams. A hydraulic 
excavator, mounted at the center of the shield 
under the hood, has the capability to move in 
and out, right, left, up and down, and to 
rotate around the boom axis. The excavated 
soil is taken by conveyor to the muck cars. 
The tunnel was lined with a one-pass bolted 
concrete segmental lining (Figure 8) . Each of 
the six segments in the ring is trapezoidal in 
shape resulting in each segment acting as a 
key. The 42 inch long segments have a full 
rubber sealing gasket and were installed by an 
erector in the tail of the shield. Either pea 
gravel or grout was used to fill the annular 
space, depending on ground conditions. 
Extensive dewatering from deep submersible pump 
wells and ejector jet pump wells were used to 
facilitate shaft sinking and open face 
tunneling. Figures show typical site 
l'igw::e 6 1 A view of opu faced Bowdu Shield 
l'igure 7• :tDtedor view of •lgoocS Kayo Shield 
photographs of the tunneling operation and its 
various components. 
The tunneling methods employed on other 
contracts include.d the use of the Lovat Barth 
Pressure Balance Tunnel Boring Machine and a 
Ge~ Rerrenknecht microtunneling machine. 
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l'igure 81 Concrete Liner Plate• 
CQNCWSION 
The complex and constantly varying geology 
along the tunnel alignment was one of the 
principal factors in determining the method of 
tunneling and shield selection. Tunneling 
methods employed included microtunneling, free 
a1r, compressed air and the use of earth 
pressure balanced shield. The tunneling was 
accomplished by using five different types of 
tunnel boring machines manufactured in the USA, 
Canada, Scotland, Germany and Japan. 
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